SOME GENERALIZATIONS OF SCHAUDER'S THEOREM IN LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES

VOLKER WROBEL
Let E 19 E 21 E z , Eι be four locally convex Hausdorff spaces (l.c.s.); denote by -£^(2?*, E k ) the set of all continuous linear operators from E t into E k with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subsets of E t . Given two linear operators fe£f(E u E 2 ) and ge£r(E t ,EJ 9 consider the generalized adjoint operator Horn (/, g): ^b{E 2J E z -> & t (E l9 E 4 ) defined by u -> Horn (/, g)u = g ° u of. This paper deals with transformation properties of Horn (/, g) and their interactions with those of / and g. This purpose may be illustrated by a result due to K. Vala which generalizes Schauder's wellknown theorem concerning precompact operators and their adjoints on normed spaces: Let all spaces under consideration be normed, let / and g both be nonzero. Then Horn (/, g) is a precompact operator if and only if / and g are precompact operators. In the present paper bounded and precompact operators on l.c.s. are investigated.
1* Introduction* Unless otherwise stated notation used throughout this paper will be that of Schaefer [6] . E t (ieN) will always denote a l.c.s. over the field of complex numbers C, ^ denotes the set of all continuous seminorms, and &(E?) a fundamental system of bounded subsets of E t . By U Pi denote the closed, convex, circled neighborhood of zero {x e E t :
is a neighborhood base of zero in £f h (E u E k 
Especially.
Let f be a precompact endomorphism of E γ . Then
A proof of this corollary is immediately obtained from Theorem 3.2 by setting E 4 = E 6 = C and g = id^. The corollary is originally due to Ringrose [5] . The assumptions put on f may be weakened: Let E 2 be infrabarrelled and let f x be semi-precompact instead of being precompact. Then by Theorem 1.2 //: E[ h -• E[ h is semiprecompact, and //: Eζ h -> E 2b is bounded by Theorem 2.1. Hence the composed operator //°/ 2 ' is precompact. Indeed, by using the same arguments as Ringrojse in [5] The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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